**orthAgogue: an agile tool for the rapid prediction of orthology relations**
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**ABSTRACT**

**Motivation**: The comparison of genes and gene products across species depends on high-quality tools to determine the relationships between gene or protein sequences from various species. Although some excellent applications are available and widely used, their performance leaves room for improvement.

**Results**: We developed orthAgogue: a multithreaded C application for high-speed estimation of homology relations in massive datasets, operated via a flexible and easy command-line interface.

**Availability**: The orthAgogue software is distributed under the GNU license. The source code and binaries compiled for Linux are available at https://code.google.com/p/orthagogue/.

**Contact**: orthagogue-issue-tracker@googlegroups.com
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1 INTRODUCTION

The notion of sequence homology in biology refers to similarities at the nucleotide or amino acid sequence level that may reflect ancestry and evolutionary conservation. Two types of homology are most often distinguished: orthology (resulting from a speciation event) and paralogy (resulting from a gene duplication). Software tools for establishing homologies between genes or their products are becoming increasingly important to transfer knowledge from well-studied model organisms to other organisms (Altenhoff and Dessimoz, 2012).

Identification of genuine homology relationships is no trivial task, as it requires the knowledge of the last common ancestor (LCA) for every pair of sequences. In theory, LCAs could be predicted on the basis of phylogenetic analysis but this is not feasible at the proteome scale due to performance limitations. Therefore, a variety of heuristic approaches are used instead of exhaustive phylogenetic analyses to estimate orthology relations. Depending on the heuristics, different sets of orthologs are generated with a varying degree of overlap and it is not trivial to gauge the precision of predictions objectively. As a result a large number of widely used database resources [e.g. COG (Tatusov et al., 2000), KOG (Tatusov et al., 2003), eggNOG (Jensen et al., 2008), Roundup (DeLuca et al., 2006) and OMA (Altenhoff et al., 2011)] were generated.

Nevertheless, as the number of complete proteomes is steadily growing, even heuristic algorithms meet their performance limitations, an issue that is bound to become more and more acute in the future. Therefore, we embarked on a high-performance implementation of one of the popular heuristic approaches exemplified by the OrthoMCL software (Chen et al., 2006; Li et al., 2003).

The OrthoMCL procedure comprises three major steps:

(1) Performing an all-against-all BLAST (Basic Local Alignment Tool, Altschul et al., 1990).

(2) Identification of putative orthology and inparalogy relations with the Inparanoid algorithm (Remm et al., 2001).

(3) Generation of disjoint clusters of closely related proteins with the Markov Clustering Algorithm (MCL) (implemented independently of OrthoMCL) (Enright et al., 2002).

Steps 1 and 2 tend to be time-consuming with large datasets comprising complete proteomes (in the range of a couple of days each for 150 proteomes, the exact duration depending on the setup). While the time constraints of step 1 can be mitigated by deployment on a large computer cluster, there is no way to shorten step 2.

We therefore re-implemented step 2 (comprising sub-steps 8–11 of the OrthoMCL procedure as outlined in its user guide (http://orthomcl.org/common/downloads/software/v2.0/UserGuide.txt), and developed the C application orthAgogue (from the Greek ‘agogos’ = ‘lead’). The development of this application implied boosting the data parsing efficiency, optimizing the memory use and data containers and providing a flexible command line user interface. The result is an open source software with a significantly shorter running time and an increased algorithmic flexibility.

2 IMPLEMENTATION

We made use of multi-threading and highly efficient data containers. This was achieved by implementing orthAgogue in C with the Threading Building Blocks (TBB) library (http://software.intel.com/en-us/intel-tbb) and Message Passing Interface (MPI) (Graham et al., 2006) used for parallelization, and the C Minimal Perfect Hashing (CMPH) library (http://cmph.sourceforge.net/) for building efficient data containers. To provide more flexibility to the user, we devised a command line interface with multiple configuration options. In particular, these options can be used to configure orthAgogue to use one of the three methods for computing similarity scores.

*To whom correspondence should be addressed.
Fig. 1. Benchmarking of OrthoAgogue and OrthoMCL using the input BLAST files ranging from 6.8 MB to 24 GB. The performance of OrthoAgogue is expressed as a fraction of the processing time of OrthoMCL. The number of Central Processing Units (CPU) used is indicated in the top right corner.

The output of orthAgogue comprises three sets of protein pairs (following the definitions of the Inparanoid algorithm):

1. Orthologs: inter-species pairs with reciprocal best BLAST scores.
2. Inparalogs: intra-species pairs with a better BLAST score than either protein of that pair has with proteins outside the taxon.
3. Co-orthologs: for any given pair of orthologs, all possible ortholog–inparolog pairs across taxonomic borders (with the exclusion of the ortholog pairs).

The union of (1) and (3) provides the most plausible estimate of the set of true orthologs. The output consists essentially of three symmetric adjacency matrices serialized in two formats conducive to MCL: lists of homologous protein pairs (the format used in OrthoMCL, *.abc files) and native MCL matrices (the preferred input for MCL, *.mci files). The file proteins.map provides a mapping between the protein indices used in *.mci files and the strings (taxonID–proteinID) used in *.abc files. Optionally, the output can be piped directly into MCL (all.mci file).

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Aspect</th>
<th>OrthoMCL</th>
<th>OrthoAgogue</th>
<th>Reason</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Treatment of HSPs</td>
<td>Best only</td>
<td>All or best only</td>
<td>Flexibility</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Number of steps</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>Ease of use</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Need for RDBMS</td>
<td>Yes</td>
<td>No</td>
<td>Ease of use</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>FASTA header format</td>
<td>Rigid</td>
<td>Flexible</td>
<td>Ease of use</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Use alignment scores</td>
<td>No</td>
<td>Yes</td>
<td>Problem of ‘0.0’ e-values</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>instead of e-values</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Symmetric matrix output</td>
<td>No</td>
<td>Yes</td>
<td>Compatibility with MCL</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Native MCL matrix output</td>
<td>No</td>
<td>Yes</td>
<td>Compatibility with MCL</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Note: HSP, high-scoring pairs in BLAST output; RDBMS, relational database management system.

We conclude that orthAgogue is an extremely efficient and flexible tool that can benefit every life scientist interested in the prediction and use of orthology information.
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